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VAT returns as an alternative data source for output

MBS VAT
Nature Survey Administrative

Coverage
All large businesses and
a sample of small firms

Almost all firms with an annual
turnover of £85,000

Frequency Monthly Rolling quarterly

Timeliness About 6 weeks
Small share after 6 weeks
with many late returns

Noise
Almost null after
initial cleaning

Very large measurement
errors
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Illustration of the revision triangle
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Figure: Illustration of the revision triangle and covariate. Rows and subscripts indicate the
month the figures relate to while columns and superscripts indicate the release. The covariate
is as timely as the first VAT release and is not subject to revisions.
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I: Nowcasting and temporal disaggregation
Modelling measurement errors and revisions

• The observation equation for the VAT releases is

y j1,t = ỹ1,t + r j1,t , j = 1, ..., 11,

where y j1,t is the log of quarterly turnover in month t observable in release j .
• We model the measurement error as

r j1,t = c j1 + εj1,t + nj1,t ,

where c j1 is the bias of release j , εj1,t is white noise:

εj1,t ∼ N(0, σε,j);

and nj1,t is the accumulation of news such that

nj1,t =
11∑
i=j

χi
1,t , χi

1,t ∼ N(0, σχ,i ).
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I: Nowcasting and temporal disaggregation
Modelling measurement errors and revisions

• Noise is uncorrelated across releases but news affects multiple releases. For
instance we have:

y11,t = ỹ1,t + ε11,t + χ11
1,t + χ10

1,t + χ9
1,t + ...+ χ2

1,t + χ1
1,t + c11,t ,

y21,t = ỹ1,t + ε21,t + χ11
1,t + χ10

1,t + χ9
1,t + ...+ χ2

2,t + c21,t ,

...

y91,t = ỹ1,t + ε91,t + χ11
1,t + χ10

1,t + χ9
1,t + c91,t ,

y101,t = ỹ1,t + ε101,t + χ11
1,t + χ10

1,t + c101,t ,

y111,t = ỹ1,t + ε111,t + χ11
1,t .

• These represent the observation equations for the VAT data.
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I: Nowcasting and temporal disaggregation
An approximation of the nonlinear aggregation function

• The exact (nonlinear) aggregation function is

ỹ1,t = log(ex1,t + ex1,t−1 + ex1,t−2) + γ1,t + β1,th
a
1,t + bs1,t .

• Using the approximation of Labonne and Weale (2020) we can rewrite the
aggregation function as

ỹ1,t = log3 +
1

3
x1,t +

1

3
x1,t−1 +

1

3
x1,t−2 + γ1,t + β1,th

a
1,t + bs1,t .

• For the covariate we simply have

y2,t = x2,t + γ2,t + β2,th
a
2,t .
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I: Nowcasting and temporal disaggregation
A local linear trend model for the seasonally adjusted figures

• We use a local linear trend model for the monthly seasonally adjusted figures:

xt = µt + et , et ∼ N(0,Σe),

µt+1 = µt + νt + ξt , ξt ∼ N(0,Σξ),

νt+1 = νt + ζt , ζt ∼ N(0,Σζ),

where

• xt = (x1,t , x2,t)
′ are the seasonally adjusted monthly figures;

• µt = (µ1,t , µ2,t)
′ are the stochastic trends;

• νt = (ν1,t , ν2,t)
′ are the stochastic slopes;

• and et = (e1,t , e2,t)
′ are the irregular components.
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II: First-stage cleaning
A combination of two approaches

• To clean the data we use a combination of two methods :

1. The standard approach of discarding outliers using t-tests on the estimated
standardised observation errors from a preliminary estimation.

2. A score-driven method (GAS/DCS, see Creal et al. (2013) and Harvey
(2013)) which yields pseudo-observations. This method allows us to account
for non-Gaussian features in the noise.
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II: First-stage cleaning
A general location DCS model

• We work from the following dynamic score-driven model:

y j1,t = Zat + vt ,

at+1 = Tat + κut ,

ut =
∂`t
∂at

.s−1t ,

where `t = lnp(yt |at ; Θ) is the predictive log-likelihood with Θ a vector of fixed
parameters.

• We use the generalised asymmetric Student-t distribution of Zhu and Galbraith
(2010) which can be skewed and have distinct tail parameters. We use the
method of Caivano et al. (2016) to derive smoothed figures.
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II: First-stage cleaning
VAT observations before and after cleaning (transport industry)

4: DCS cleaning (solid line) and t−test cleaning (dashed line) − First release

3: DCS cleaning − All releases

2: T−test cleaning − All releases

1: Initial data − All releases
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III: Results (all industries)

• We are interested in the revisions to the seasonally adjusted estimates:

z jt = x̂11t − x̂ jt , j = 1, ..., 10.

Table: (1): Mean absolute aggregate revision. (2): unweighted average absolute revision.
Statistics are shown at each maturity level and ×100. Columns indicate maturity.

Stat. Model j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 j = 5 j = 6 j = 7 j = 8 j = 9 j = 10

(1) Average 0.732 0.561 0.407 0.378 0.335 0.256 0.235 0.228 0.205 0.134
(1) DCS 0.868 0.731 0.596 0.489 0.364 0.295 0.274 0.235 0.195 0.114
(1) T-test 0.857 0.691 0.542 0.472 0.415 0.318 0.306 0.308 0.282 0.199

(2) Average 4.029 3.188 2.346 1.768 1.512 1.312 1.1 0.881 0.693 0.473
(2) DCS 4.163 3.261 2.363 1.778 1.529 1.332 1.117 0.877 0.696 0.469
(2) T-test 4.471 3.602 2.725 2.137 1.821 1.581 1.316 1.078 0.848 0.569
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III: Results: Smoothed aggregate estimates from the first and last release and

the implied revisions (all industries)

b: log(11th estimate) − log(1st estimate)

a: Monthly seasonally adjusted interpoland
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Conclusion

• We have shown how timely monthly output figures can be derived from noisy
rolling quarterly VAT returns. The method works well in real time and does not
lead to large revisions.

• The state space framework provides a general framework where seasonal
adjustment, temporal disaggregation and nowcasting can be carried out
simultaneously.

• Combining the standard approach of discarding outliers with t-tests with a
non-linear cleaning methods produces lowest revisions on aggregate.
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VAT staggers

Table: 1: Representation of the quarterly staggers; x = quarterly turnover total

Month
J F M A M J J A S O N D J

Stagger 1 x x x x

Stagger 2 x x x x x

Stagger 3 x x x x
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The VAT data
Figure: Timeliness of the VAT data from the reference period for 2014, for the whole economy
(Allcoat, 2015)
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Illustration of the VAT data with the transport industry (first release)
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